Cloud Numbers Which two cloud numbers round to $8? __________ and __________

Which two cloud numbers round to $9? __________ and __________

Write 4 numbers that round to $4

Write True or False for each statement.

$8.37 rounds to $8. _______________

$1.27 rounds to $2. _________________

52¢ rounds to $1. _________________

39¢ rounds to $1. _________________

Round each money amount to the nearest dollar.

$3.56 - ____________

$2.06 - ____________

96¢ - ____________

$2.85 - ____________

$4.51 - ____________

$7.37 - ____________

$3.56 - $4.00

$2.85 - $3.00

$4.51 - $5.00

$7.37 - $8.00

Name: ________________________________
**Rounding to the Nearest Dollar**

Round each money amount to the nearest dollar.

- $3.56 - ___________ $2.85 - ___________
- $2.06 - ___________ $4.51 - ___________
- 96¢ - ___________ $7.37 - ___________

**Cloud Numbers**

Which two cloud numbers round to $8?

____________ and ____________

Which two cloud numbers round to $9?

____________ and ____________

**Write 4 numbers that round to $4**

$ ____. 2 __
$ ____. 4 __

**Write True or False for each statement.**

- $1.27 rounds to $2. _________________
- $1.27 rounds to $2. _________________
- 39¢ rounds to $1. _________________
- 52¢ rounds to $1. _________________

**Answers may vary**
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